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ince the very first hotel was acquired in 1923, four successive generations have embraced
the albar family vocation, and the Maison albar Hotel Paris Céline is the fruit of a deep passion
that has been with me for a long time. I grew up in a hotel, lulled by a time-honoured tradition
of hospitality, inheriting a love for attentive service, catering to people, with a sense of the
profession. Out of a concern to hand down our values faithfully and to step into the new
world, I have given my best endeavours, with commitment and enthusiasm, to further our
own particular narrative and its place in the history of the French luxury sector. My husband,
Jean-Bernard Falco, and I have innovated, reinvented, and developed establishments through the
Paris inn Group, always keeping uppermost in our hearts and minds a standard of excellence.

I wanted to create a new place where people could come and savour a refined, personalised,
relaxed and welcoming atmosphere. a real “Maison” which means “Home”. This Parisian
establishment, I thought it out and conceived it down to the tiniest detail, along with a team
of talented architects, designers, caterers and artists, in order to combine elegance and
modernity, simplicity and cutting edge services. From the “custom” furniture to the high tech
equipment, we took care to seek out the best to offer a memorable encounter where
everyone can feel at home.
Enjoy a taste of a unique and inspiring atmosphere; experience a gentle, contemporary
adventure composed of active life and time out for oneself, from the lounge to the swimming
pool, from the restaurant to the Spa. Savour the charm and the magic of timeless Parisian
chic by espousing the singularity of the place and of the moment. Welcome guests from
Paris and from all over the world to share a personal, tailor-made experience. Such are my
most fervent wishes on the eve of this opening, where I remain ever and always attentive
to everyone so that the “Maison albar Hotel Paris Céline” can embody and express a vibrant
invitation to travel.
Céline albar - Falco
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Welcome to Maison Albar Hotel
A sense of family
Céline Falco née albar represents the fourth generation of a family saga that has lasted
for almost a hundred years. Since the 1920s, four generations of the albar family have
been united by the same passion for service and the hotel. Gradually they have built
up a veritable hotel saga, creating a unique world and skills set. Jean-Bernard and Céline
Falco took over the helm of the family adventure in 2005 when they created Paris
Inn Group. For more than ten years, they have been building their enterprise with
vision and success. Thanks to dynamic management and a decisive move upmarket,
the group has become a leader in top-end independent Parisian hotels. Today it has
33 hotels in the 4 and 5 star categories, mainly located in Paris.The fruit of this legacy
that is open to modernity, the singular adventure of Maison albar Hotel resonates
within the history of the French luxury sector.

A passion for hotels
Hotels have always been a passion for the albars, beginning in 1923, when Céline
Falco’s maternal great-grandfather set up the family’s first hotel in Paris. His daughter
Odette quickly took up the family torch with her husband rené albar, Céline’s grandfather, and extended the sense of family.Their son daniel developed an entrepreneurial
strategy and raised the number of hotels under their flag to eight. as soon as she
turned 21, his daughter Céline took over one of the hotels of the group, thereby
perpetuating and extending the family tradition.
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The Maison Albar Hotel vision
Quintessential Parisian luxury with an international outlook
Maison albar Hotel is a new international brand born of the association of Paris Inn
Group, experts in investment and in the management of 4 and 5 star hotels, and Plateno
Group, the leading hotel group in China. a merger with Jin Jiang international Hotels
Group made Plateno Group the 5th largest hotel group in the world, and it is the
ambition of Maison albar Hotels to develop the trademark across the world in
the strategic parts of asia, Europe and north america. Maison albar proposes an
innovative hotel service with 5-star hotels of 50 to 100 rooms, with an intimate and
personal atmosphere and stylish design, showcasing a combination of French elegance
and the cultural imprint of the location. added to this is a personalised service which
enhances the unique experience afforded each guest.
all of the hotels are designed like so many homes belonging to the same family, united
by a kindred spirit, neither completely identical not completely dissimilar.
In this way, Maison albar Hotels plunge their guests into an atmosphere that is always
familiar and yet singular, in association with contemporary artists, designers and firstrate craftsmen. Each one reflects the rich cultural family heritage and gives resonance
to a specific aspect of that history, while creating an experience of French elegance.
all combine tradition and high tech, heritage and stylish design.
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1923
A luxury Establishment
From its roots, Maison albar Hotel draws all the strength of a rich history: a century
of hospitality, service and invention in the quest for refinement. From the roaring
twenties that saw the birth of the family’s first hotel, it preserves the vibration of
elegance and the force of Parisian charm, classy tradition and the art of boldness.
Inspiration is drawn from the top luxury hotels all over the world to enhance the
line with original shades. Hundred year old values combine with pioneer adventures,
French craftsmanship and international opening. It thus gives resonance to a whole
aesthetic era where service, harmony, culture and the festive spirit mingle from Paris
to the riviera, from Hong-Kong to london, from new-york to rio.
The shared passion, handed down across four generations of hotel owners, espouses
the history of the French luxury sector since the 1920s to project itself into the
future. Maison albar Hotel explores the essence of luxury past, present and future.
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A contemporary, cosmopolitan “French style”
Maison albar Hotel perceives its role as one of ambassador of French-style luxury
combining art-de-vivre with a taste for the aesthetic and cultural.
In each of the hotels, it offers a journey in a carefully crafted, warm atmosphere
through the décor, services, know-how and attention to the minutest detail. It combines
history and modernity, values and cosmopolitanism, French art of living and local
cultures.
Showcasing creativity and precursory aspects. Inventive, innovative, inspired by the
spirit of the age. living connected to designers, artists and international trend-setters.
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The Maison Albar Hotel Paris Céline
A distinctive atmosphere
Open on the city, connected to the world, the “Paris Céline” hotel invites its guests
to discover a singular Paris, to share refined accommodation where Parisians mingle
with travellers. a sense of the pleasure and of French savoir-faire are at work from
the salon lounge to the bedrooms crafted by some of France’s finest workmen.
With the creation of Maison albar Hotel, Céline Falco revisits French art de vivre.
an eye for perfection, the love of a job well done, the idea of legacy, so many values
she shares with the rostang family, who are developing their concept of urban inn
with the restaurant Odette. But also with Jean-louis and nathalie Poiroux, creators
of the Cinq Mondes brand, who designed the dedicated care options for the Spa in
Céline, a new setting in the heart of the capital.
From 1923, in the roaring twenties, through till today, the Maison albar Hotel Paris Céline
has created a vibe where the Parisian spirit resonates with a cosmopolitan world.
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In the heart of Paris
The Maison albar Hotel Paris Céline is ideally situated, right in the centre of Paris, at
23-25 rue du Pont-neuf in the 1st arrondissement. It fits into the louvre-rivoli quarter
that is undergoing transformation and hosts a concentration of vitality and dense
activity bordered by the calm of the Seine.
all around is the bustle of historical, cultural and festive Paris: the Île de la Cité, the
louvre museum, the Quais de Seine, the most beautiful sights of Paris right to hand,
with the boutiques, promenades, street cafés and museums. and joining the right
bank to the left bank is the capital’s oldest bridge, the Pont neuf.
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A flagship hotel
The flagship hotel of the Maison albar brand, the “Paris Céline” embodies French
style and elegance. With sixty rooms, restaurant, Spa, swimming pool, well-being space
and tailor-made services, it proposes an innovative, chic and exclusive hotel concept.
For the outfitting of her “Paris Céline” hotel, Céline Falco called upon her friends and
accomplices in architecture, design and the arts. The architecture was entrusted to
didier Beautemps and Valéria Sanchez at COS, and the interior décor to alexandre
danan, EdO European design Office Consulting, a harmonious duo who co-signed
the project.
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The art of movement
Built in 1866, before it was transformed, this building housed the headquarters of
the Céline Couture House. It was important to respect the pervasive spirit of the
place and the elegance of the Haussmann façade, paying careful attention to the lighting
to create transparency, favour openings to the outside and create movement in a
prism of undulations.
Curves were therefore given pride of place everywhere, soft lines and intimacy to
create an ultra chic ambiance in which each detail contributes meaning. This moving
and mobile inspiration is also found in the natural, noble materials, wood and stone,
the circulation of the spaces, the undulating waves of the ceilings and the soft shades
of the fabrics, the velvet in the lounge and the leather in the corridors, the plant wall in
the entrance hall and the warping throughout that echoes the Pont neuf as wrapped
by Christo in 1985.
Everything evokes movement and travel in a place that lives in the spirit of the age,
a world of refinement that is connected from the inside to the outside. Fluidity and
dynamics fill the atmosphere for an unprecedented experience: you feel you are being
welcomed in a private dwelling.
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Experience luxury
among the sixty rooms divided into six different categories, the key principles
governing fixtures & fittings are space and light.The simple lines are set off by excellent
furniture: in the art deco style from Henryot & Cie and lights by Tom dixon®.
Elegance and aestheticism compete discretely to enjoy an authentic French art
de vivre revisited at the dawning of the 21st century. While excellence remains the
keyword, from the noble materials to the quality of the services, technology is still the
ultimate high point: from online concierge services to the interactive personalisation
of each space. The lounge with its table d’hôte, wine cellar, large chaises longue and
comfy armchairs is at the same time a working space for meetings, relaxing, or
savouring a refreshment, or to welcome guests as you would at home.
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Spending a night in one of the rooms with balcony, curling up in a cosy bed while
admiring the stained-glass windows of Saint-Eustache, gazing over the rooftops of
Paris from room 1923 perched at the top of the building with a panoramic view
of the capital, so many experiences you can enjoy at the “Paris Céline”.
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French know-how
The art of hospitality. Because all our guests are unique in their differences and
aspirations and united in a kindred spirit, the Maison albar Hotel Paris Céline
continuously seeks personalised attention and an accompanied adventure. The aim
of all our staff and services is to respond to the wishes of each and all.
as soon as you arrive, to make check in a significant moment, guests are welcomed into
our lounge with a healthy glass of juice freshly prepared by Chef yannick lahopgnou.
To anticipate and meet their expectations, all the rooms are fitted with intuitive
technology.
you are free to control the lighting, curtains, temperature, watch free films or have
access to all our services. all the electronic devices can connect to the TV screens
and iPads are at your disposal. all our hospitality products have been manufactured
by lalique. and, of course, all the members of the Maison albar Hotel Paris Céline
are at your service should you have the slightest requirement 24/7.
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Parisian elegance is also fashion.
Hotel staff all wear tailor-made clothes by a new French brand called Lords&Fools.
lords&Fools was created in 2012 by young designer yoahm Baroukh, the grandson
of a tailor in love with assertive cuts and rare fabrics. He designs collections that are
very much the “lord”, with tailored suits and shirts and “Fools” with more extravagant
collections for the seriously festive.
all the collections are made in their own workshops.
Our tailors are also available for our customers; just make an appointment and they
will come and take your measurements in the hotel, then send your bespoke suit to
wherever you like in the world.

A traditional shoe care service.
Have all your shoes brought back to life and shining with our specialist shoe care
services for guests at the “Paris Céline”.
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Restaurant Odette,
urban inn by Maison Rostang
A family passion
named as a tribute to Céline Falco’s grandmother, a lively, inspiring character, the Odette
restaurant is the story of a family and the story of women in particular. It called upon a
major name in gastronomy by partnering with Maison rostang.
rostang is an emblematic family of the French gastronomy, and cooking is in fact a passion
handed down from father to daughter. Son, grandson and great-grandson of successful
chefs in love with the culinary arts, for more than thirty years Michel rostang has been
pursuing this adventure at the service of the pleasures of the table. With 6 restaurants
in Paris – including Maison rostang, which has two Michelin stars - the family is today
engaged in writing a new gourmet chapter with Odette. at their head, Caroline & Sophie
rostang are the sixth generation of restaurant owners. They share a profound love of
gastronomy full of colours, flavours and aromas and enjoy associating the great traditional
recipes of their roots with creative contemporary cooking.
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An urban inn
Odette is the new urban, Parisian Inn, created by Caroline & Sophie rostang. Following
a gourmet restaurant, two fish restaurants and three bistros, the rostangs have
re-thought the Inn, placing it at the heart of its era, to offer tasty, refined cuisine that
makes use of fresh, seasonal produce sourced locally for the main part.
In charge of the kitchen at Odette, Chef yannick lahopgnou. after training at the
Meurice with yannick alléno, then at Maison rostang, yannick was executive chef of a
Michelin-starred restaurant in Japan and headed the kitchen of Parisian bistro Zebulon.
With the restaurant Odette,yannick lahopgnou combines the basics of haute cuisine
and products from the bistro tradition, to offer gourmet portions and prime cuts to
share, light platters and “home-made” products that repeat the rituals of yesteryear.
authentic, simple and contemporary, the menu, composed entirely of dishes produced
on the premises, includes: quinoa with kale and tofu, cranberry and sesame condiment;
roast cod avocado with lovage butter; wild duck roasted on the bone with artichokes,
potatoes and juniper jus; scallop Carpaccio, soba noodles and smoked anchovies;
shoulder of suckling lamb; sea bass in puff pastry...
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Paris HQ
Situated in a quarter which still holds the souvenir of the old Paris market “Halles”, the
“auberge urbaine Odette” positions itself as a hub of conviviality where you can drop
in at any time and savour a gourmet dish, something light and aromatic, in a chic Parisian
ambiance in the heart of the city.
Open onto the street and the neighbourhood, from morning until late in the evening,
every day of the week, Odette serves a tasty breakfast, lunch or dinner for visitors
and Parisians. according to the flavour of the day and the mood of the moment, alone
or together, enjoy a special Odette breakfast, or compose your own tasting menu
with two to three dishes per person, savour a high tea or an aperitif, or treat yourself
in the evening to a choice cut to share.
This revisited Inn has everything to offer to become Parisian base for any time of
the day, and is open to visitors as well as guests at the hotel. regarding the bar, the
barman-mixologist proposes a fine selection of cocktails, from the popular classics to
original cocktails signed Odette.you can choose your own wine from the wine cellar
inside the restaurant.
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Spa Céline by Cinq Mondes
An invitation to travel
Open to all, residents and visitors alike, the Spa Céline by Cinq Mondes offers a vast
space of gentle warmth dedicated to relaxation, with decoration in peaceful tones, a
beach for escapism and soothing lighting, an indoor swimming pool and adjacent hot
tub bathed in shafts of natural light.
Jean-louis and nathalie Poiroux, creators of the Cinq Mondes brand, designed the
dedicated care options for the new setting, including, in particular, the signature Spa
Céline care option.
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you can also discover a unique range of care options and massages inspired by beauty
rituals from around the world in cosy cubicles for one or two people.Take a real break
complete with steam bath, hot tub, a shower “experience” or fitness training in the gym.
This setting was designed to the minutest detail for the harmony of body and mind.
Special attention is given to well-being at all times, including during transitions from
one area to another, to avoid extreme temperature changes coming out of the sauna
or the steam bath.
an invitation for all the senses to travel, where everything is luxuriously calm and
voluptuous.
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The Family and the Team
Around the project, a whole inspired, motley tribe has clustered a veritable family
of designers and professionals in the spirit of Maison Albar Hotel. Céline Falco has
brought together a team of talented contributors, all passionate about what they
do, with rich and diverse personalities, all individually collaborating in the firm’s
shared narrative.

Architecture of excellence:
Didier Beautemps and Valeria Sanchez Rodriguez, Atelier COS.
Founded in 2001, atelier COS is an agency active on the French architectural scene,
which has skilfully adapted in response to encounters and challenges.The firm is headed
today by the founder, didier Beautemps, certified architect and graduate of uPa9,
and Valeria Sanchez rodriguez, heritage and urban planning architect. In 2005, the
immense worksite of the renovation of the Paris ritz that was entrusted to them
marked the accomplishment of several years’ studies and presence on the site at
Place Vendôme.The delivery of this exceptional project today confirms the pertinence
of the agency in the prestige hotel sector and particularly on questions sensitive to
the renovation of heritage.
In phase with the problem issues of the era, atelier COS works in the fields of luxury
hotels, housing, retail space and interior architecture, with a constant concern for the
environment. It has followed numerous well-known projects, including the global
renovation of the ritz Paris hotel, the construction of the Cheval Blanc hotel in
Courchevel and the renovation-extension at the Four Seasons Georges V.
« Designing a luxury hotel means first of all the conception of the space
and the volume and the subtle irrigation of the diﬀerent services and facilities
to achieve harmony between the reception of guests and staﬀ eﬃciency »
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Leading edge decoration:
Alexandre Danan, European Design Office Consulting.
designer of the Maison albar Hotel Paris Céline, of the Spa Cinq Mondes with swimming
pool and the Odette restaurant of rostang Père & Filles, alexandre is a faithful accomplice
of the albar family with whom he has been working for many years, sharing a love for
French art de vivre and the history of Paris.
designer and consummate artist, alexandre danan set up his own design and interior
architecture agency called EdO (European design Office) Consulting back in 2000.
Passionate about the creation of hotel establishments, alexandre danan has worked with
the major names in architecture and design, alongside independent hotel owners, for
prestigious and demanding international hotel brands such as the Hilton or the lucien
Barrière group for the normandy deauville and the Majestic Cannes among others.
On the strength of seventeen years’ experience and always in search of new challenges,
whether in terms of architecture, interior architecture or design, alexandre danan
specialises in atypical places in the grandest tradition of French decoration, giving a
contemporary take on the history and therefore the new rapport between hotel
owner and guest.
His pursuit of excellence, guided by an acute sense of the elegant, proportion, comfort
and refinement, have enabled him to discover the best craftsmen who work with
him regularly.
Here, in the heart of the capital, alexandre danan signs Maison albar Hotel Paris Céline,
a creation that is ambitious, serene and controlled, at last offering an establishment
that matches the multiple expectations and usages of its guests in a typically French
style, creating a link between yesterday and today.
« Inspired by Les Halles and by Christo’s wrapping of the Pont Neuf, in my
conception of the place I respected the Haussmann building, its Parisian
stone, and imagined a second skin eﬀect created by the folds of the fabrics,
the superimposed layers of net curtain and drapes, that evoke the Seine. »
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A culinary saga:
Caroline and Sophie Rostang,
Maison Rostang Restaurant.
Another family affair. A name, a lineage in the world of contemporary catering.
Odette is Caroline & Sophie rostang’s 7th Parisian restaurant. after Maison rostang
(2 Michelin stars), dessirier & Jarrasse (seafood restaurants), l’absinthe, the Flaubert
and the Café des abattoirs, Odette has just penned a new page in the unique story
of the rostangs.
daughters of Michel rostang, granddaughters of Jo rostang (3 Michelin stars at the
Bonne auberge in antibes), Caroline & Sophie, 6th generation of a family of restaurant
owners, are perpetuating the family’s know-how, in an address that echoes their identity.
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Exceptional care options:
Jean-Louis and Nathalie Poiroux,
founders of the Cinq Mondes brand.
an adventure and the story of a couple, Cinq Mondes is the fruit a meeting of
two people passionate about their jobs, Jean-louis Poiroux who gained extensive
international experience with l’Oréal and nathalie Bouchon-Poiroux, a clinical
psychologist fascinated by mind-body therapies.
Together, on the strength of their experience and driven by the same passion, they
decided to take two years off to explore the world and try out Spas, beauty rituals
and recipes across five continents and set up partnerships with scientists in these five
regions.
For the past 15 years, they have been opening Cinq Mondes Spas, remarkable for
their original architecture, refined rituals and the creativeness and authenticity of
the cosmetic formulas.
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Expert hotel management:
Marc Spitz.
Heir to a family tradition, passionate about hotels and service, Marc Spitz has worked
in France and overseas, from the Casa del Mar in los angeles to the Hotel Crillon in
Paris.
Former director of the les Bains hotel Paris, director Mama Shelter Paris, director
catering at the Scribe Hotel, deputy director of the Hotel Meurice, today he is taking
over the helm at the Maison albar Hotel Paris Céline.
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Practical information
L’hôtel Maison Albar Paris Céline :
23-25 rue du Pont neuf, 75001 ParIS
rooms from €279
Four categories of rooms to be discovered:
• room 1923
• Superior room
• deluxe room
• Executive room
Two categories of suites from €381
• Junior Suite
• Céline suite
reservations:
Phone: +33 (0)1 44 88 92 60
Email: paris.celine@maisonalbar.eu
www.maisonalbar-celine.com
Valet service

Odette restaurant under the Chef Rostang:
25 rue du Pont neuf, 75001 ParIS
Open Monday to Sunday
• Breakfast rom 7am to 10:30 weekdays
and from 7:30am to 11am at the weekend
Formula from €12
• Lunch from 12 noon to 2 pm
Formula €22 every lunchtime
• Dinner from 7 pm to 10 pm
a la carte from €40
To book:
Phone: +33 (0)1 44 88 92 78
Valet service

Spa Céline by Cinq Mondes
• Swimming pool 50m2, hot tub and steam bath open 10 am to 10 pm
• Fitness space access 24/7
• relaxation space
The care options
Open from 11am to 9 pm
3 massage cubicles, including one double
• Spa Céline signature treatment
• Facial care-massage
• Body massages
• Slimming and firming treatments
• Care rituals
• Bath and body care rituals
• Treatments and massages from €120
To book:
Email: spa.celine@maisonalbar.eu
Phone: +33 (0)1 44 88 92 68
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About the Maison Albar Hotel brand:
Maison albar Hotel is a new international brand born of the association between
Paris Inn Group, experts in investment and the management of 4 and 5 star hotels,
and Plateno Group, the leading hotel group in China. Maison albar hotels are 5-star
establishments of up to 100 rooms, with an intimate and personal atmosphere and
stylish design, showcasing a combination of French elegance and the cultural imprint
of the location. added to this is a personalised service which enhances the unique
experience afforded to each guest. With the forthcoming opening of further hotels in
Paris, Europe, the united States and asia, Maison albar Hotel intends to open 100 5-star
hotels all over the world between now and 2025-2030.
Photo credits: Jérome Galland / lisa Klein / Michel Tréhet
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